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Statement of the Problem: Concomitant strabismus (CS) is one of the most frequent childhood pathology, which holds 2nd place among ophthalmologic disorders in this age. The cause (CS) is thought to be a bi-fixation mechanism disorder, which is triggered by various factors acting in the process of formation of binocular vision (BV). Functional changes which accompanied by this cosmetic defect impede development of vision system in the children and impact for the psychology and development of character. In adolescence appears problem, that hinder them choosing profession. From that strabismus isn't the only medical problem it is also a social problem. There are different considerations about the treatment methods of concomitant strabismus. The purpose of this study is assessment of complex treatment of concomitant strabismus in children groups.

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: Prospect and retrospect cohort study was conducted. The subjects of study were (n=121) children which had concomitant esotropia. They were treated in G. Zhvania State Pediatric Clinic. The children were divided into two groups: 2-4 years, and 4-15 years. These groups divided into sub groups. The part of children underwent complex treatment which included: wearing glasses, occlusion, and surgical treatment. The second part experienced the same treatment and in addition vision therapy, which included variety exercises for developing fusia and binocular vision, also electro-stimulation and other exercises.

Findings: This study shows that the groups who underwent complex treatment (correction of refractive errors occlusion, surgical treatment 2-4 years age) and in addition vision therapy recover better (75%) (BV) fusion than the other group. Recommendations the age of 2-4 is optimal for the surgical treatment. If the treatment starts at the age of 5 or more it is ineffective and recovering of binocular vision is impossible in most cases.
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